
Health is Wealth but Does Wealth Lead to Health?

How is your portfolio these days? The nest egg?  401k?  If these are in good shape, then

lucky you.  But consider  one thing that  in every case trumps one’s financial  net  worth:  your

health and well-being. I do not pretend that poverty lends to great wellness; I live in Guatemala

among the stoically suffering Maya where the expected life span is less than in North America

and children routinely perish from common illnesses. Nonetheless, the truth remains that of all

which  may be  labeled  ‘wealth,’  one’s  health  inevitably  gets  top  billing.  Health  is  the  very

foundation of all that is joyous in life.  Take away good-health and little else seems of value. In

this way, good-health and finance share a common bond. Everyone knows the saying, “Money

isn’t  everything.”   Yet,  I’ll  wager  something  that  whoever  coined  this  phrase  was  at  least

comfortably well-off.  It seems more accurate to say, “Money isn’t everything, unless you don’t

have any.”  Similarly, one may take the wealth of good-health for granted - realizing only after it

is gone - that good-health is indeed everything.  To be broke in financial terms or broken in body

or mind reveals just how dear being well-off actually is. 

But  this  article  seeks  not  to  belabor  a  point  which  may be  a mere  reflection  of  the

author’s experience and opinion; rather I wish to come to that deeper issue aas to whether or not

money buys good-health.  If it does, to what degree are the wealthy better-off in terms of health?

The answer is I see it, contains an obvious truth and a less-understood aspect as well.

“Healthcare in the U.S. and the current practice of medicine must change.

Currently we are spending about $1.5 trillion ($5440/capita) annually, 75% of

which is devoted to treating and managing chronic (mostly preventable) disease

using conventional (read: remedial) modalities.  The projection is $3.4 trillion

($10,500/capita) by about 2011 or 18% of GDP . . .  Our care delivery is about

95% treatment and 5% prevention.  The U.S. cannot sustain the present system for

much longer.”  (DeHaven, 2005)

Yet for all our wealth, American’s are actually among the least robust, least healthy of all the

peoples of the world.  Technology, surplus of food and other resources has not made us more

well but – in the overwhelming majority of the population – less so.  How can this be and why?

There are certainly unique characteristics to American culture: things one observes here in the
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US that one will witness no where else. The idea that, ‘if little is good, then more must be better’

is a human trait which finds outlet and expression in the US more than anywhere else.  Consider

- as a contrasting cultural value - the notion of the Confucian Doctrine of the Mean.  According

to the Doctrine of the Mean, ‘too little is not enough and too much is too much.’  The middle-

way is the correct  amount.   Thus the concept  of moderation finds voice within the cultures

influenced by Confucianism (at least in theory and philosophy). 

But more than an exposition of cultural mores, I wish to report on a shift in health and

illness  which characterizes  healthcare  in 21st century;  one which explains just  why financial

wealth may not buy health in this epoch.  In 2005, the World Health Organization published their

report on chronic disease. The naked truth about chronic disease is:

1. It is disease for which no ‘cure’ yet exists.

2. It is inextricably tied to the life-style.

Life-style illness never requires high-tech (read: expensive) treatment. In fact, it is expensive,

high-technology which drives much of the illness of chronic diseases. Fast-paced, devoid of any

natural,  circadian  rhythm,  exposing  users  the  previously  unthinkable  quantities  of  ionizing

radiation – the high-tech generations of humans living in the 21st century are more prone to life-

style illness then all previous generations in known history. 

The middle-way has less to do with finding more costly inventions or miracle drugs then

it does with simple recognition that fast-pace living and high-tech tools are only useful in small

doses for limited situations. Witness the popularity of books like “Say Yes to No,” and “The Four

Hour Work-week,” the authors of which both emphasize the essential importance of  doing and

having less in order to  become more (well).  Having the raw cash to afford bypass surgery or

organ transplant is wonderful – if you have no other options.  But not needing these things in the

first place is a deeper, more enjoyable kind of health. 

Health is the greatest wealth of all.  But great wealth seldom leads to true and abiding

good-health.  In the 21st century - the era of chronic, life-style disease - great financial wealth

bears an often over-looked under-edge that – unchecked by the discipline to distance oneself

from its excess – inevitably leads to that depletion of body and mind from which arises chronic

disease.
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To my mind,  the troubling aspect  of  chronic disease is  not just  premature  death,  but

rather a life lived half-way, under a burden of greater-than-normal-suffering.  All life involves

suffering and any creature  born to  this  beautiful  world is  destined to  die.   But  what  makes

chronic disease so appalling to endure is that the quality of one’s ‘good years’ is buried under the

weight of incapacity and failed potential.  This may be the greatest cost of chronic disease – to

wit, the price it extracts from the individual soul, domed as it is to fail of its promise. What

amount of money wouldn’t someone’s spend to reconcile this deficit?                 
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